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IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD
Dharya, I *have so *many inquiries
regarding mformatlon relative to
the possibilities of foreign forces
near the Southern U.S. border and
within the U.S. nationally that I
will herein discuss it and tell you
how it is. I make no su gestlons
that you take arms or ot i er such
actions. At any rate you, as a fey,
could do nothing for opposition 1s
too well organized.
As you read this it will be obvious
that ou will want to know “how
coul J this be”? Easy, very easy!
As we speak, I shall give you information made public in total some
five years past. The reason I do so
is for securi of my scribe. I shall
update but ‘r o on record on this
computer an % publicly, that our
writers have no subversive nor olitical intent what-so-ever.
Ti .
will simply bring forth the trut:
and man can do that which he will
with it.
This will be shocking--totally
startling to almost all of you. To
some, you will just wonder why it
took us so long to write these
truths. The latter is because we
plan to keep our scribe alive as
well as those who publish the material. We have no wish to go to
war with anyone.
You will also ask as to why the
lan has not taken place already.
ii ecause you are not totally disarmed as a public. If they had
been able to disarm you as they
plan to do with the new Constitution, it would already be history.

THERE
SPECULATI;;
BU+Lwg;
POINT IS THAT THE ENTIRE
OF THE PLAN IS SCHEDULED TO BE IN FULL OPERATION BY YEAR 2000. YOU
ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE
AND
WHAT
IS COMING
DOWN WILL INDEEDyz;
HARD TO BELIEVE.
ARE BEING SET UP RIGHT
NOW TO BE ABLE TO ENACT
EXECUTIVE
ORDERS
AND
THEN CALL A CONVENTION
AND
YOU
WILL
HAVE
PLAYED OUT YOUR FAMG
LIMITATIONS
TO
YOUR NATION FROM THAT
WHICH IS PLANNED
FOR
AND/OR AGAINST YOU!
TODAY IN THE MIDDLE
EASI‘

You have now heard it for ourselves. The Iraqi people loo P forward to a long and bloody war
with the United States and allies
and against all Arab leaders who
have sided with the Americans.
“We like lon wars and no target
will be spare %,” were the words of
the Iraq1 representative.
You also have been shown that
over 75% of your country supports
Bush’s actions and 34% want war.
31% care not one whit about the
hostages
our husbands, sons and
fathers). % hat does this say about
the moral fiber of your nation this
day? Yesterday was an incredibly
important day and none of you noticed--ah well, so much 1s kept
from you.
Several
British mine-sweepers
came into the Persian Gulf--why?
Let me clue you--to silently get
1
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the Israeli subs into position withI suggest you all
out attention.
hold your breath, dear ones.
Also, the price of oil hit $35.00
which is a major world si nal for
other actions. (The Wordf Bank
announced that it could “easily go
to $65.00”.)
The International Monetary Fund
is now going to require that Middle Eastern, etc., nations making
money from the high oil rices
lace the earnings into the & orld
ii ank to be, in turn, loaned out by
the World Bank throu h the
International Monetary Ifund to
the nations hit hard bv the Middle
“given”East
crisis.
Ndt
“LOANED”. That means that all
interest and all the money gleaned
b the “business” will flow mto the
I8 orld Bank and DIRECTLY,
V+.JIJIO~o~~~IAT~O~~~~
PC~N~TSO~ITHOUT
’ QUESRESTRAINT.
ARMED ROBBERY WOULD
BE A GOOD DESCRIPTION.
~~r~~f~a~~~~~~~~~~r~~
the “RECESSION”.
announce
You see, it requires a committee
of financial ‘wi s” of the great
Universities an f money institutions to either declare or remove a
“recession” or “de ression”. Facts
have nothin to Bo with it. The
facts the af 1 agree, are that you
ARI$IN !T! ,
P.S.: Keep your eye on the next
shuttle now that the Columbia is
postponed and watch the hand bemg quicker than your eyes. Well,
your eyes will never see and so be

Saddam Hussein has made a 90
minute tape to be shown to the

HEAR MORE?
What do you
think your chances are of hearin
an uncut version? YOU ARE I If
SERIOUS,
SERIOUS
CIRCUMSTANCES, WORLD!
BACK TO YOUR

WHY DID YOU ALLOW IT TO
COME TO THIS?
WHAT
WERE YOU WAITING FOR-SOMEONE
ELSE TO TAKE
CARE
OF IT FOR YOU?
DON’T LOOK TO RIGHT OR
LEFT NOW TO SEE WHO
WILL FIX IT FOR YOU--IF
YOU DON’T FIX IT AND FIX
IT POST HASTE, IT WILL NOT
BE FIXED AND THE FUTURE
IS GLOOMY
INDEED
FOR
YOU.

U.S.A.

This particular sub’ect is about the
plan to set up (sp 1it up) your nation into a system of multiple nations but dissolving all state lines
as you recognize them to be. This
is not a new concept as we have
written about it extensively in the
“Newstates” references.
If you
think this is silly or preposterous, I
suggest you note that the Federal
Government already has you divided into Federal ‘working” districts. Further, if you really want
to get “faint” read what Willie
Brown of California is about in
California. It has all but been accomplished. We further referred
to this sub’ect in SURVIVAL IS
ONLY
+EN
FEET
FROM
HELL, wherein
we discussed
troops coming up from Mexico,
etc. -1 am not oing over it again
for I shall not %o your homework
for you. I do, however, suggest
that ou refresh your memories
and tKis information about to be
presented will make a lot more
sense to you. I am going back to
the very early 1980’s so you who
think it is somethin sudden, think
What I WI41 tell ou has
%$-in operation and ful Ymotion
since the early 1970’s and earlier-years earlier.
The entire operation carries a badge of COMMUNISM/ZIONISM.
Now, don’t
strike out at me--I didn’t make the
plan, I am only going to tell you
about it. We have tried to tell you
before and so few listened that it is
beyond incredible--your
whole
lives and your nation
being
drained down the tubes and no
one would listen. So be it.
Now for ones who will get this and
swing your arms and beat your
chest and say, “I knew about all
that”--1 suggest you shut your
mouth or ou will show our attitude--IF 4;rOU KNEW THEN

This sub’ect will deal with what is
takin pi ace in America and the
boun !fiaries close to the U.S. and
should be of immense concern to
every one of you alive today. It
doesn’t matter wherein is your
location in the U.S.--you are in
equal danger.
We will consider the southern border, Mexico and Central America
situation.
In Mexico, south of Brownsville,
Texas, there is a lake which is well
known for bass fishing. I am going
to tell you a little parable about
some Americans who went fishing
on that lake. Actually, they didn t
go fishing for when they arrived
the wind was too great to use the
boat.
Therefore, they left the
fishing and the Mexican guide
took them on a dove hunting exedition over toward the town of
6 uidad Victoria, a bit over a hundred miles south of the U.S. border.
They hiked up over a hill and noticed a lot of activi going on on
the opposite side o P the ravine on
the near side of the facing hill.
There were many armored vehicles of all sizes and they were able
to get close enough to see that the
vehicles were Russian-type vehicles. Many of the vehicles had the
Red Star insi nia well identified
on the sides. ii ey were even able
to get pictures of the entire layout.
About two weeks after they returned to the U.S. a couple of the
men obtained permission to fl
1
down into Mexico with a sma ry
plane. They flew over the same
area and were shot down by a
MIG fighter plane--the pilot was
killed and the observer who was
along on the flight was thrown
into a Mexican jail. That was
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about the year 1978-79. He is still
in the Mexican jail a decade later.
The governor of Texas at the time
made the followin public re ort
of the incident, ”If e was not I:ing
but a damned smug ler--let him
rot in jail.” The State %Iepartment
of the U.S. refused to do anything
about it although these men were
on a legal, preapproved trip into
the area.
The pictures ori inally taken were
taken right to t%e State Department and to the Pentagon. The
Pentagon
refused to make a
statement about it but the State
Department was very much upset
that the pictures were taken and
the men were told that if I’.. . this
is not kept quiet and those pictures are not put away-- ou are
going to be m serious trou ITle.” Of
course, like good inquisitive patriots they were now upset and
prompt1 went about talking about
the inci Bent as loudly and often as
ossible--showing pictures and all.
think you can surmise what happened, the IRS and other agencies
immediately began to harass and
threaten them and they all but got
killed over the incident.
People are wondrous in times of
finding out information.
,=Y
scoff and want tons of documentation and proof. Well, so you have
it. If you give our sources of
information the 7ives of the informants are snuffed out just like
the pictures--all nicely confiscated
and incarcerated and ‘“shut-up”!
Anyone givin forth valuable mformation is f iterally placing his
neck on the chopping block and
the government is immediate1 on
top of him. Well, ones just talEing
about the situation can rest easier
now because there is iron-clad,
checkable informational facts to
prove the circumstances. The pictures are available and so is documentation.
I shall not, however,
give it forth herein. The monitors
and surveillance teams who monitor this computer and this placement already know who these information sources are and we shall
contribute to no further jeopardy
unto them.
The information 1s
widely known and neither will I
place this scribe in jeopardy; this is
why I declined to speak of this
subject recently in a prior Express.

The barrage of inquiries, however,
has been so reat that I feel I must
respond.
ii e information with
documents,
pictures and maps
have been compiled into a book
and I shall ask ones here to check
into source of the material and see
if it is available or if it has been removed from the public’s access. I
will give you enough information
to suffice if you cannot find the
book.
It is confirmed that there are large
arms dumps of Soviet equipment
in at least ei ht to a dozen places
within less ta an 50 miles of the
U.S. border. Some of them have
been in place for a decade now,
and more have recently been
placed there in preparation for
this Middle East confrontation.
There are several down by Cuidad
Victoria, south of Laredo. There
is another large one south of Del
Rio, Texas, around Cuidad Acuna.
There is another in the Chihuahua
mountains south of El Paso,
Texas. There is another large one
m the Chihuahua in the vicinity of
Nogales. Another is near Mextcali
near the California border and
there is a very, very large concentration of North Korean troops in
Baja, California, the eninsula extending south of Cali Pornia.
Those troops were conducting
landin o erations in conjunction
with t %I4
e
exican army since the
late 1970’s. In 1983 there were
estimated to be over 40,000 troops
in that area alone.
It is also
known that there are Chinese
troops in British Colombia, just
across the border to your north.
They have been “on maneuvers”
for almost seven years!
There were two divisions of heavy
Soviet armor within fif miles of
the U.S. border in 198B. At one
time there was a trespass of Soviet
armor that penetrated some 200
miles into the U.S. in the State of
Arizona and there was no move
what-so-ever to stop them by the
American government.
It was a
reconnaissance trip.
Now how
would YOU explain that sort of
thing? It was about the same time
that the KGB be an working
closely with your C isA with your
overnment’s
permission
and
%lessings.

There were “fire” fights between
the Border Patrol, north of Nogales in Arizona, in 1983, and
about 500 Mexican regular troops.
This included automatic weapons.
This was at a place just a few miles
west of Interstate 119 that oes
from Tucson down to the bor d er.
On or about November 15, 1984,
in the vicinity between El Paso
and Las Cruses, New Mexico,
about a dozen illegals were picked
up and they were car ‘n corn oECgasof
a NU?&!%R I?Eey were picked up and
the information got to the newspaper; the article was written up
with large headlines in bold print
and it was ready for press. Funny
thing--word came down from “a
ve
high source in Washington,
D.?i .” that “under no circumstances must this information be
given to the American people.” It
was shut down and everything was
removed from the news and it was
never allowed to be mentioned to
this day.
During this period of time these
armored vehicles were constantly
moving around south of the border.
They were seen and yet
nothing was ever written in the
apers regarding their resence.
rh e government was fu fly aware
of their presence in the area.
Up until about 1983 most of the illegals coming across your southern
border were ve ingratiating and
very pleasant--a 7most obsequious.
If you would cross aths wtth the
avera e Mexican il egal alien, he
woul cf do everything he could to
keep a low rofile and remain
unnoticed. I P you did happen to
meet him, he would be very
courteous and s eak very softly
and leasantly. h e ones coming
in a Pter about 1984 are very arrogant individuals and they have
obviously received military training. Many are armed with the ve
latest automatic weapons and witx
up to some 500 rounds of ammunition. They carry large amounts of
American money on their person,
up to a thousand dollars or more,
and they carry American identification--social security cards, cards
which show that they have served
in the American Armed Forces
and other documents which allow
entry into the U.S. without trou-

f
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ble.
THEY HAVE BEEN COMING
IN BY THE HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS
SINCE 198 1-83
HAS
FLOW
AND
THE
LTE&‘g; UP IN THIS PAST 18
In 1984 the Mexicans ordinarily
available around
laces like Del
Rio and other p Paces along the
border who would be hired for
hunting guides and ack-trip assistants dtsa peared. t-h ey began to
move in fand within the U.S.
These were ones you would consider just “good” patriotic Mexican-Americans along the border.
The huntin trip organizers had to
go into 01 cf Mexico to get uides,
and all sorts of wondrous inf ormation flowed around the campfires
with the tequila at night after the
“tourists” had gone to bed and the
workers were sitting around the
fire talking about the day’s activities. They ALL had been approached by foreigners who were
unrecognized
but the
thought
them to be Russian, of ?ering them
lar esums of money to join an expe %ttton whose primary purpose
was to move up along the Mrssissippi River.
The largest concentration of illeal immigrants in the U.S. is in the
ki ississippi area from New Orleans up to Chicago. There were
well over 3 million illegal aliens in
that area in 1984 so what think
you that you mi ht have in 1990?
Chicago has the 7argest concentration of ille al aliens of anywhere
in the U. s . This does not just
mean Mexican or South Amertcan
aliens--it is all nationalities who
come up through
the Mexican/American
border--usually
throu h sheer bribery. You were
just si own a show on your TV
dealing with the auto-theft rings
run by the Mexican police wherein
cars are brought into Mexico from
the U.S. and the police cover the
whole o eration--with
no intention o P ceasing even with open
knowledge offthe activities.
The people brou ht into training
throu h this met %od of payment
were %rou ht u along the entire
length of t!lM!
e ississi pi into specific areas of the bri cfges crossing
the river. Their sole purpose is to

--_

blow up the bridges when the signal is given. It is well orchestrated
and corn letely corn uterized so
that the &ridges can \ e blown at
the same time.
What about supplies for these
eople?
They are sent up the
K ississippi from the “delta” area.
The largest concentration of Vietnamese in the U.S. is in the delta
a&aMY&TO$ yg?v orlan~E~
NAMESE OFFICIALS IN 1983
IT WAS ESTIMATED
THAT
HALF OF THE REFUGEES IN
THE U.S. WERE VIET CONG-THAT WOULD BE IN THE
VICINITY OF 320,000 OUT OF
THE 640,000.
It is known that in the Sea Drift
area north of Cor us Christi that
the Vietnamese Peader in that
area, by the name of General Lon,
brag ed that he had two divisions
of Bully armed, equipped
and
trained Viet Cong in that area in
the State of Texas.
It is now realized that their job
was not only to blow the bridges
but also to spread out and cause
terrorism in the cities between
New Orleans and Chicago when
the time would be a propriate.
Another
side-light--t Re
Vietnamese in the delta area of Mississippi have been given, by the U.S.
government, very, very fast and
modern shrtm ing equipment.
It
is far better tR an the Americans
can afford and it has caused a lot
of extremely hard feelings among
the American shrimp fishermen.
They are given boats, many times,
that have twin diesel en ines and
were like the ones use % in Viet
Nam. The can travel up to 50
knots and t 4;at is indeed fast for a
boat--faster than most of your
Coast Guard boats.
They can
carry up to 70 men.
Now look a bit further.
About
four hours travel across the Gulf
of Mexico from the delta area in
the Yucatan peninsula of Mexico
are several hundred
thousand
MONGOLIAN troops which have
been there for over ten years. It
has been known by your government since 1980 or before and
nothing has been done about it.
The

Mexican

government

was

swinging into Communism as far
back as the early 80’s. They do
not hide it in the least. They were
and are building u a situation in
Mexico that woul B give them any
excuse to invade the United States
under the projection that you have
tried to take over the northern
provinces of the area.
In July, 1984, a large contin ency
of Sovret advisers arrived in id ex-

Lebanon and drove the bombtruck into your Marine
bearin
barrac Es) moved into the Mexico
City area. They were transferred
from Afghanistan after six months
duty there, fi hting on the side of
the Soviet 4 nion. Strange thing
about all these under-cover troo s
and secret brigades--THEY HAb
ALL BEEN- THOROUGHLY
TRAINED BY MOSSAD MERCENARIES.
Your government
has known all the while and has
done absolutely nothing about it-leaving ou to understand, m
frr;
ti at it is part of the “BIE
FORT HOOD TEXAS
The main defense of the U.S.
alon the southern U.S. border
had %een the Fourth Armored Division headquartered
at Fort
Hood, Texas. Under the Carter
administration and continued under the Reagan administration,
the Fourth Armored Division was
emasculated from about 16,OfKl
men to under 6,000 and ALL OF
THE
HEAVY
EQUIPMENT
FROM
FORT
HOOD
WAS
SHIPPED TO THE ISRAELIS
IN THE MIDDLE EAST. There
had been hundreds of heavy tanks
and weapon vehicles in the area
and almost all vanished.
You remain in a most precarious
situation in the Southwest part of
the U.S. and over and over come
the boasts from that area that
“-we are going to take over the
southwest part of the United
States.”
In 1983 a Mexican Ambassador to
Canada had a proverbial “sliF of
the lip while sipping hts booze . It
was an official meeting in Ottawa
* 4
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and as he got a bit too much to
drink he got a bad case of looselip. He proposed a toast in all sertousness, to the group--“To the
mutual border between Mexico
and Canada within just a few short
ears.” I can tell you that it would
iIave already been under way and
accomplished had the situation
been just a bit different. You see,
rain there is a silver
with eve
lining in tx e clouds. This is one of
the main reasons for a first strike
HOWattack a ainst Russia.
EVER, #iI E FIRST STRIKE IS
STILL TRYING TO BE PUT
TOGETHER
AND
MEANWHILE THE PLOT GROWS
DEEPER AND THICKER AND
YOU HAVE ALREADY BEEN
;;;LmyRFD
FROM YOUR
NEIGHBORS
WHO HAVE ASKED IN THE
ENEMY
AND
FORTIFIED
THEM. THE “PLANNERS” OF
THE
WAR
THOUGHT
IT
WOULD
ALL BE TAKEN
CARE
OF WHEN
RUSSIA
WOULD GO DOWN. NOT SO,
LITTLE SLEEPY-HEADS, NOT
SO! YOUR ENEMY IS STILL
THERE IN GREATER FORCE
THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE
AND YOUR GOVERNMENT
HAS ASKED THEM IN TO
GREAT EXTENT.
WHAT A
TW4NEFERyEB YO;‘Etoy
- - -.
.
KNOW!
Dharma, allow us a rest, please.
We have pushed so hard these
past days and I would like you to
o rest, please. Thank,you, chela,
I believe the
for vour service.
FIRESTORM
IN
Journal,
BABYLON, is ready ,to go to
press. Thank all of you tireless
and precious peo le--you are all
doin the “impossi f3le”--could it be
“all t%ings are ossible with God?”
So be it and b Pessings of reat joy
eace %e unto
and appreciation;
you beloved ones o the fold.

f

Hatonn to clear.
9/23/90
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HATONN

SUNDAY, SEPT. 23,199O
I can’t allow this day to pass without telling you that for which to
look.
Note that you are being told that

there is a plan in the works for the
U.S. to invade/attack Iraq by moving ground forces through the
Jordanian desert and over the
Turkish mountains.
DO NOT
BUY THIS DIVERSION TECHNIQUE.
This comes from the
same administration who told you,
“I will keep secret anything I deem
necessary, even political trips into
China and if you don’t like it, I
care not!” or words to that direct
meanin ! There is no intent of a
” roun 8 ’ attack--THERE IS EVF!RY INTENT OF A NEUTRON
DEVASTATION
IRAQ/KUWAIT
BY
YO%
FORCES!
Pay attention: Ira threatens to
bomb all the oil fie?ds in the Middle Eastern countries and wipe
out Israel--they MEAN what they
say and they have capability.
Don’t think for one minute that
they don’t have back-up from
Russia. Israel still intends to nuke
the Saudi oil fields. The nations
who are said to back the U.S.-LIE. Only the bought and paidfor politicians who stand to lose
their wealth, back the U.S. and allies. Don’t forget it for even one
brief moment!
Note, the Titan rocket was not
launched and they even o enly
claim it has a spy satellite alfoard
to monitor Iraq.
about that satelhte--I!?%Dh%
HAVE BEEN READY LONG
BEFORE NOW IN ORDER TO
LAUNCH NOW--WHAT DOES
THAT TELL YOU? FURTHER, IT
IS FAR MORE IMPORTANT
THAN THAT PURPOSE--DONT
BE FOOLISH AND FALL FOR
THE HOOPLA--IT CARRIES A
DEADLY PAY-LOAD, BROTHERS.’ THE OTHER ROCKET BEING PICKETED FOR “BEARING
PLUTONIUM” IS WORSE-- WHY
DO YOU THINK YOU ARE GETTING ALL THE FALL-DE&ALL
ABOUT THE S.D.I. SYSTEM NOT
BEING SUITABLE FOR SHORT
RANGE MISSILES
SUCH AS
IRAQ WILL HAVE, ETC.? ALL
THOSE
MIDDLE
EASTERN
PLAYERS HAVE FULL CAPABILITY AN’D IF YOU ARE
SUCKED IN BY THE LIES. YOU
WILL PAY DEARLY. THE FLANS
FOR THE NEXT TWO SHUTTLES ARE INDEED THE SAME
ANDIOR WORSE!

Your national government is in
real serious circumstances
and
don’t think they don’t know it.
Note in committee
“hearings”,
such as “Pickle’s of Texas” regarding reportin
forms of cash
purchases of $1%,000 and above,
that it is urged to make new laws
and enforcg eve thing.
HE ALSO REI%RS TOBgE
$lN$OOE
TAX
AND
mA$
PROCEDURE
“VOLUNTARY” BUT OFFERS
PLANS
TO MAKE
THEM
“NON-VOLUNTARY”.
Well, it
is already in preparation and final
staging to call a national emerency and enact these things by
fix ecutive Order and believe me,
your Congress will ratify everythin . The 16th Amendment was
NE4ER RATIFIED and is an
unlawful
act enforced
b
“PRIVATE
ENTERPRIS;
COMPANY--THE IRS!” Over 45
million peo le did not file income
tax returns Past year and well over
4.5 percent of your population
didn t fill out and return census
forms. Of course thev are not
going to tell you this, dear ones,
exce t in fine rint on back a es
THI?Y ARE ~V~RRIED #134T
YOU WILL FIND OUT TRUTH
BEFORE
THEY
CAN IMPRISON AND RENDER YOU
HELPLESS. IF YOU WISH TO
CONTINUE
FOOTING
THE
BILL
FOR
CORRUPTION
AND CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR-GO AHEAD, YOU CAN CERTAINLY “VOLUNTEER” BUT
IT WOULD SEEM THE BETTER PART OF WISDOM TO
JOIN YOUR BROTHER AND
TAKE BACK CONTROL OF
YOUR GOVERNMENT
AND
BANK ACCOUNTS FOR SELF.
THEY ARE NOW HOLDING
THE BOMB AND THE BOMB
OF ECONOMIC
COLLAPSE
OVER
YOUR
HEADS
AS
THREATS FOR WHATEVER
YOU DO--BAD NEWS AHEAD:
THEY ARE GOING TO LEAVE
YOU WITH NOTHING BUT A
DEPRESSION, AN ECONOMIC
COLLAPSE AND ALL-OUT WAR,
NO MATTER WHAT, SO WHYDO
YOU NOT STAND FOR TRUTH
AND NATION??
YOU ONLY
HAVE THAT WHICH TO “GAIN”
AND ABSOLUTELY
NOTHING
TO LOSE MORE THAN THEY
INTEND TO TAKE FROM YOU
AT ANY RATE. When the IRS
5.
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employees learn the extent of
their unlawful/illegal
practices,
you are goin to have a mass
falling away Prom the IRS emWHEN ARE
loyee’s roster.
e OU GOING TO TAKE A
STAND FOR YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL
LAWS IF NOT
RIGHT NOW? IT WILL ONLY
WORSEN, NOT IMPROVE!
Watch what else they sa and do
as leaders of your lives; B ush says
that Hussein s video ta e is so
long and “boring” that tRe dare
not show the thing to you ’Poolish”
masses who won’t be able to “stay
awake”. Well, they have covered
all aspects of the matter--they plan
to edit it and show it on a Saturda
afternoon DURING THE TW d
MAJOR BALL GAMES ALREADY SCHEDULED AND, BY
THEIR
OWN PUBLIC
ADTHEY
EXPECT
MISSION,
HARDLY ANYONE TO WATCH
FOR THE MASSES WILL BE
WATCHING THE BALL GAME!
DOES THIS NOT INSULT YOU?
YOU WOULD WATCH A BALL
GAME WHILE YOUR WORLD IS
AT READY AND IN COUNTDOWN TO NEUTRON DEVXSTATION?
GOD WEEPS FOR
YOU, CHILDREN
OF THIS
HEINOUS LIE!
You asp and threaten and speak
horri %le judgment on Hussein for
“ruining Kuwait” in these days-Hussein didn’t put an embar o on
oods coming m nor on ,mi ic for
t e children--YOU DID!
Furfh
ther, you tell Iraq you will blow
them awa if they don’t leave
Kuwait! 64h would they leave
their enem t Ee wealth and workable oil fie1ds? Would that seem
intelligent to you? Why can you
ones of the people not use your
wondrous minds which God has
given unto you?
How is it that the only motion pictures coming forth are ones of
murder, the old mobs, the new
mobs, rape, assault weaponry,
greed, lust and degradation of humankind? Because it lulls you into
the total need for violence at all
costs! Any kind of evil degradation is what you clamor for to the
extent you will even go forth and
kill all the citizens of your country
m Iraqlust to do what? You don t

even need the oil! WHAT ARE
YOU DOING? WH4T ARE YOU
DOING???
YOU ARE BEING PREPARED
FOR “THE BIG INCIDENT” SO
WATCH CLOSELY.

FROM
MENT

OUT OF CONTEXT
THE ACTUAL STATE-

BACK TO YOUR
-S

OWN

You have problems which are being instigated from both sides and
have been in motion for over a
decade. It all fits together.
In Mexico, there are two political
arty and the
arties--the PAN
F RI party. The P ii I party came
into bein
as a “revolutionary
arty” bat3c in the days before
b ortrero Diaz--in the early 1900’s.
They have held power since that
time and they have done so
through a very oppressive form of
government.
The Federal Police
IS also the National Army and they
represent the PRI. For example,
in the fall of 1984 there was a
group, a whole battalion for that
matter, of the National Military
Army of Mexico), that came into
f uarez, went into the police station and disarmed the entire o:;edfo;;-c--took all weapo;s. Tl! es:
needed to register
them. d ey held the weapons for
over 24 hours and then turned
them back to the officers. This
was more than simply to “register”
the weapons; it was to clearly insure “understanding” of who was
in control!

The PAN party is the opposite
party and they began to start winning some votes in Mexico in the
‘70 s and early ‘80’s. The thing is,
however, that those who “win” the
election never make it into office-not unlike the U.S., exce t that
you never get to even vote For any
other than the planned winners of
both sides for your elections are
decided for both parties long prior
to any elections--the outcome is
total1 orchestrated to the finest
detai Y and personage.
The PRI
stuffs the ballots in file thirteen
and otherwise destroys them and
keeps the rightful winners from
being duly elected into office.
Therefore the PAN arty became
the party of the revo Putionaries in
Mextco. There has been a mighty
conflict, which be an to get really
serious in the ear Py ‘80’s, whereby
these two parties were fighting
back and forth and also the ComCDP),
mittee Defense Popular
an 6
which is represented
ported by the prestigious orgaiz!:
tions such as the Weatherman
Under round,. the
Communist
Party f nternationa!, etc,--all communist front orgamzations. They,
in turn, represent an International
Workers
(Agricultural)
Union
that is even representing those
farm workers who come over to
the U.S. via the busses usin labor
contracts to come over an % work
in the U.S. fields and go back to
Mexico. They have been heavily
infiltrated by the CDP and communist movement.
What does this mean? They are
attempting to build a conflict between the two grou s and then,
when the time is suita%le, the people down there are goin to ask to
secede into the union o9 the U.S.
When this happens, the terrorist
organizations down there are going to rise up in ri hteous indignation and say the %mperialists are
taking more Mexican land from
them. This gives the synthesis that
they are looking for to do the
“dirty deed”.
To go with the above, there is an
area along the border of some fifty
miles which is called the “frontera
zone” in Mexico. It is planned that
at that particular “crossing” there
will be pass-stations, just as you
now have at the present border.
6
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Within that fifty-mile zone ones
can come and go retty freely-there is even a di Rerent license
plate in that zone from that of the
rest of Mexico.
BILL RICHARDSON[
k’Kl5E-‘l‘KADE

LUNti

Watch the sleight of hand now-because what was put into play
years ago as limited, now becomes
unlimited!
Bill Richardson is a representative
of New Mexico and was also the
Chairman of the “Hispanic Caucus” in Washington who put a bill
into Con ress to ive, what he
called, a four hun cfred mile wide
free-trade zone. Understand that
ou are now talkin “the southern
i: oundary of the d nited States of
America ‘. What it would mean
would be that there would be no
boundary. This was set up from
the “economic” point of view.
To go along with the above, the
Trilateralists and other organizations have advocated for some
time to break the U.S. up into
some number of “nations” which
would be labelled “economic nations”. Or, they will refer to the
nations as “ethnic nations”. The
area now being referred to is to be
called MexAmerica and has already been accepted in everything
from politics to cookbooks for
MexAmerican Foods.
The intend to utilize the concept o P controlled conflict within the boundary to expand it into that which
would be called MexAmerica.
This has been totally obv’ous for a
great number of years 1Jf anyone
watched even in the slightest.
BAJA
There are North Koreans down
there who are makin practice assault landings on the f3caches from
Korean ships. On the west coast
there was an increase in one area
from some 4,000 to over 4O:OOO
in
the first two years of the ‘80 s.
There are “salt ships” coming in
which are filled with Orientals,
leaving them and leaving the port
with salt for the return voyage.
There were two ships permanently
stationed for surveillance in 1983.
Their purpose was and remains

surveillance
of
military
installations in New Mexico, Arizona and California.
There are
now at least a dozen with at least
four in the Mexican Gulf. They
are also the supply ships for the
“training camps’ already detailed.
a wellrecognized newspaper m Arizona,
had investi ative reporters who
went into tTle Mexico area and
there are numerous reports from
numerous excursions into the area
and all has been totally confirmed.
newspa er
also confirms the matter.
5 o,
brothers, you have a problem.
The “Intelligence” in Washin ton
confirms this information.
+ll eY
also admit they know about the
30,000
Orientals
*
British
Columbia. The also Eew about
the more than T5,000 in the Yucatan area in 1983 and the re ularly increasing numbers of in Bow
since.
They also have known
about the heavy armor such as the
great quantities of tanks and they
also realize and know of the
“training camps”. So, all of your
intelligence operations know of
the presence of the enemy in your
dooryard--as does your government.
WITHIN THE U.S.
We better have a look now at the
U.S. “Concentration Camps”! Do
you realize that you ones have
concentration camps? Well, old
ones were already being refurbished and new ones under “crash”
construction as early as the 1970’s.
There are pictures and total
documentation of this. There are
concentration camps in Washington, Oregon, Utah and Northern
California well documented and
photographed.
There were about
40 camps by 1983 and now all military bases on inactive status have
been, or are being, converted into
camps. There are at least one or
two in every section as divided
into the new desi nated areas of
the New States. 7%ere is now underway the final accomplishment
of at least one in EVERY
STATE. For instance, there are
five in Arizona and, of course, the
prevalence of the camps are more
densely located in areas (states)
bordering Mexico.
These are

called “detention” cam s and are
excused as existing for t e purpose
of illegal entrance by aliens.

R

An interesting aside: as far back as
1982-84 all these cam s along the
southern border were Filled and, in
fact, the overflow detainees were,
and are, being held in commercial
motels and hotels and you, the taxpayers are paying the bill! More
than that, because of the corruption--you are paying at least
quadruple the going price of the
rooms and all meals are su plied
along with fresh linens an i free
flights back into Mexico every
time the come across the border
into the 4; .S.. Some commute and
live in ve nice facilities at your
expense wx ile they do so.
Don’t get carried away now--the
camps and centers were NOT built
for aliens. Thev are built FOR
PEOPLE IN THE U.S. AND
THE PLAN WAS FOR USE
FOR DISSENTERS I just spoke
of these in immediate r y prior material). Reagan commissioned at
least ten of these camps--documented and confirmed in presence. I hope you all realize that
“dissenters” are all who object in
any way, shape or form to that
which IS oing on in your government. 5% ere are plants in every gathering who are paid by the
government (you) to s y on your
every move.
A tota P computer
profile is now held by these
surveillance grou s on every citithe new-born
zen right throug
babes.

R

If you think I jest then I ask you to
consider that in some instances
where groups such as Freedom ‘90
meet and there are out-of-state licensed automobiles (this is especially true of meetings which pull
very few out-of-state
automobiles)--all attendees are later questioned, stopped and/or checked on
in some overt manner. Usual1 it
is the IRS who first begins the E arassment throu h the request of
the CIA Simp Py KNOW that this
is a fact and act accordin ly. YOU
are more of an EN If MY TO
YOUR GOVERNMENT
AND
CONGRESSIONAL
LEECHES
THAN ANY COMMUNIST OR
ALIEN GROUP IN MEXICO.
YOU MUST UNDERSTAND
THAT THE STATE DEPARTVol. IV
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There have been some CIA agents
who came into knowledge regarding these matters and were astounded to find these things to be
true--remember, CIA agents and
families die just as do you citizens!
Some of these agents went to the
Immigration Service in an effort to
bring this information fourth and
were told to ”...leave it alone or
you won’t stay alive!”
There are getting to be some
pretty frightened agents, friends,
who have been in the meetin
halls, seen maps, heard plans an %
know all about the terrorist infiltration. The plans are well known
and activation of the plans are
simply awaiting orders.
The Concentration Camps are one
very visible sign of intent. The
government realizes that if the
ublic ever awakens, they are in
Por big trouble if, m fact, arms
have not been forcibly removed
from you. They know you WILL
resist as long as you can so actions
to remove your protection and defense is moving as quick1 as possible under the covers o P lies and
incidents to cause you to demand
mass turn-in of all weapons.
Every effort is being made to destroy all manners of ways to resist.
I strongly urge you ones who have
of
weapons to get a suppl
ammunition and keep it we1Yhidden and keep your mouth SHUT.
I do not urge guns but I do urge
you who have them to keep very
quiet about it for you are being
watched and, not only at some
time will the weapons be confiscated, but you will likely be incarcerated on false charges. Please
note what the military does--even
to the Mohawk Indians. The army
literally stashed weapons and then
claimed the belon ed to the Indians. THERE IS l!O LIMIT TO
THE DECEIT AND GREED
OR THAT
WHICH
THEY

WILL DO TO SET YOU UP!
It is no secret, friends, that the
FBI, the CIA, the IRS, your local
sheriffs department, the state olice--all state and federal Paw
enforcement agencies are holding
meetings regularly, planning strategy on how to handle regional
government once the state boundaries are eliminated. For all practical purposes, the state borders
have already been eliminated-constitutionally and otherwise.
WHAT DO YOU DO?
First of all, please realize that. in
anything you do as a eople clalming to be “for the ‘rigK t”, you recognize that God must be in command. God is your sword, so to
speak, and truth must be that with
which you work.
You are runnin
on “borrowed
time” regarding t %e Constitutional
Convention which will wi e out all
of your constitutiona P rights.
Actual1 , remember--it is now set
up so tKat all your Bill of Ri hts
are able to be ne ated by one 5x ecutive Order. g, ou have to et
“off your apathy” and “get busy f#.
I would like to draw this Express
to a close at this point and see if
you have room to include in the
mailing, the information on the
Income Tax. We shall just do the
best we can to cover as much as
we can in timely sequence. I can
only suggest ou use to your best
advantage AL L su gestions and
instructions we can sa are with you.
If you will gather with your neighbor and discuss these thin s, perhaps you can see approac ifes ou
haven’t realized were availa isle,
and share them with one another
through these Journals so as to get
them mto the citizen’s informatlon
network. There are a lot of you
wondrous citizens out there if you
will but come together and act in
unity in honor, inte rity and in
service to God and I-fis wondrous
Creation. So be it. Salu.
*******
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BLOOD AND ASHES

by Hatonn
You are sitting upon the bomb
ready to be burst and you hide
within the lies. This book is truth
and we are now writing in sequence
so that you might see the correlation between the lies of one decade
heaped upon the next--but the play
is the same. Satan intends to win or
pull as many with him as is possible--there will be many, dear
friends.
To understand the lies given unto
you this day in your “Middle East”
you must know of the lies told you
by your government during the
decade past. The traitorous Zionist
plan to win world domination
through an American nuclear first
strike on Russia has not been abandoned, even though Russia has
thwarted several attempts.
The “Biblical Prophecies”, written
not by God but by Satan, are being
played out by a mankind brainwashed and blinded to believe them
to be “inevitable”. They are not.
Mankind, hearing God’s WORD,
can rewrite the script to fit God’s
plan, a much more wholesome scenario.
STILL-ONLY $10
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For those who want to know how
save
our
can
help
they
Constitution--we now are offering a
detailed kit of information about
government
2nd
the
our
Constitution to help in preserving
our freedoms. The kit i? available
to individuals or groups for $8.00
per kit, or for $20 with RAPE OF
THE

CONSTITUTION

book

included.
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